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Radial transport of the current carrying electrons can broaden the profile of electron 

cyclotron current drive (ECCD), with potentially detrimental effects for applications that 

reply on strong localization of the noninductive current. Early experiments on the DIII-D 

tokamak did not observe any clear effects of particle transport on the ECCD profile. 

However, more recent experiments at high ECCD power, low density, and radiation 

temperatures above 20 keV clearly demonstrate that the ECCD profile is reduced and 

broadened compared to CQL3D predictions assuming no radial transport. At high relative 

power densities, a diffusion coefficient of 0.4 m
2
/s is required in CQL3D to reproduce 

the experimental ECCD profile, while smaller diffusion coefficients are needed to model 

the ECCD profile at low relative power densities. This level of transport is an order of 

magnitude less than the electron thermal diffusivity but is comparable to the effective 

particle transport rate needed to maintain the density profile. 

1.   Introduction 

There are several important applications on ITER for the localized noninductive 

current generated by electron cyclotron (EC) waves, including the suppression  
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of neoclassical tearing modes (NTM) [1]. While the strong absorption of EC 

waves guarantees that the power deposition is localized along the ray path, 

radial transport of the current carrying electrons can make the resulting current 

drive profile significantly broader than the deposition profile. Owing to the 

inverse scaling of transport with plasma size, the effects of radial transport on 

ECCD are expected to be stronger in smaller devices. For example, studies on 

the TCV tokamak showed that quasi-linear Fokker-Planck modeling could be 

brought in line with ECCD measurements only by including radial transport at 

levels similar to the thermal energy transport [2]. This decreased the predicted 

current drive magnitude by a factor of 5 and substantially broadened the ECCD 

profile. Direct evidence for the radial diffusion of the energetic electrons created 

by EC waves on TCV was found using an energy resolved, multi-chord, hard x-

ray pinhole camera [3]. Conversely, experiments on the JT-60U tokamak found 

that the ECCD profile determined using a motional Stark effect (MSE) 

diagnostic was in agreement with quasi-linear Fokker-Planck modeling with 

radial transport turned off [4]. The successful suppression of NTMs on JT-60U 

using unmodulated ECCD aimed at the magnetic island location also indicated 

that the driven current was well localized [5]. 

A well-diagnosed series of ECCD experiments on the DIII-D tokamak 

allows exploration of the intermediate regime between TCV and JT-60U. 

Although the plasma confinement on DIII-D is relatively good, it is predicted 

that the ECCD profile should be noticeably broadened if the current carrying 

electrons diffuse at rates similar to the heat diffusion rate [2]. Early experiments 

on DIII-D at low relative power density (QEC ne2 < 1, where QEC  is the ECCD 

power density in MW/m
3
 and ne is the electron density in units of 

10
19

 m
-3

) and modest electron temperature (Te  6 keV) did not find any clear 

evidence of radial transport as the ECCD profile could be localized between two 

MSE channels separated by only 0.05 m [6,7]. Detailed comparisons of the 

width of the ECCD profile determined from MSE signals with the calculated 

width from the CQL3D quasi-linear Fokker-Planck code [8] placed an upper 

limit to the diffusion coefficient of 0.7 m
2
/s [9]. The same upper limit to the 

transport rate was obtained by comparing the measured shrinkage of the 2/1 

NTM due to ECCD with the modified Rutherford equation [10].
 

More recent experiments on DIII-D have produced a more definitive result 

regarding the effect of particle transport on the ECCD profile by investigating 

the regime of high relative power density (QEC ne2 > 1) and high electron 

temperature (Te  10 keV). At these values of QEC ne2 , nonlinear effects are 

calculated to become important [11], and indeed the radiation temperature from 

electron cyclotron emission (ECE) is found to be anomalously high relative to 

Thomson scattering, indicating a significant population of non-thermal 

electrons. The experiments described in this paper show that a diffusion 
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coefficient of 0.4 m
2
/s is needed to model the width and magnitude of the 

measured ECCD profile for the high QEC ne2  cases, while low relative power 

density cases can be modeled with smaller transport rates. 

2.   High Electron Temperature Plasmas 

These DIII-D experiments studied nearly central ECCD in low-density L-mode 

plasmas. The 110 GHz waves are launched with X-mode polarization and are 

absorbed at the 2nd harmonic EC resonance near  = 0.13, where  is the 

normalized toroidal flux coordinate. The wave parallel index of refraction is 

N|| = ±0.23 for co/counter injection. Neutral beam injection (NBI) during the 

plasma current ramp up raises Te and slows the resistive evolution of the current 

profile, delaying the onset of sawteeth. The ECCD analysis window occurs over 

an interval of 0.4 s during the sawtooth-free phase, as seen in Fig. 1, because 

MHD-quiescent discharges are needed to determine the driven current profile 

from the MSE signals using the poloidal flux diffusion equation [12]. During 

this phase, NBI is reduced to the bare minimum for MSE acquisition to  

 

 
 

Figure 1. Time history of ECCD discharge 117940 showing use of NBI for preheating and collection 

of MSE data. 

 

minimize the injection of cold electrons, allowing the highest possible Te to be 

achieved. MSE data from identical discharges are sometimes combined together 

to reduce the experimental uncertainty in the ECCD profile measurement. The 

noninductive current profile is determined from a time series of magnetic 

equilibrium reconstructions using Ohm's and Faraday's laws [13,14], 
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where J is the current density, E is the electric field, B is the magnetic field,  is 

the electrical conductivity, R is the major radius, b is the effective minor radius, 

 is the poloidal magnetic flux, q is the safety factor, B ,0 is the vacuum field at 

the center of the vessel, F = RB , and the symbol 
  
…  denotes the flux surface 

average. 

An anomalously high radiation temperature for the high relative power 

density cases indicates that a significant population of non-thermal electrons 

exists. Figure 2 plots the Te profiles measured by ECE and Thomson scattering 

for plasmas with QEC ne2 > 2.6 . The (flux surface average) ECCD power 

density is calculated using the TORAY-GA ray tracing code [15,16]. While fair 

agreement between these diagnostics is found for radial-injection, the central 

radiation temperature is 2 times higher than Thomson scattering for co-

injection, and is 3 to 4 times higher for counter-injection (exceeding 20 keV). 

The high Te points near the plasma edge from ECE reflect non-thermal emission  

 

 
 

Figure 2. Electron temperature profiles measured by ECE and Thomson scattering for 

QEC ne2 2.6 . The mapping of ECE frequency to  assumes thermal emission at 2 c to compare to 

the Thomson data. Rm  is the major radius of the magnetic axis. 

at the 3rd harmonic on the high field side of the plasma. The absorption and 

current drive by EC waves is expected to be significantly modified by the non-

thermal tail when QEC ne2 > 0.5 [11]. The CQL3D code indeed predicts 

significant non-thermal effects for the cases in Fig. 2, most notably flattening of 

the electron distribution function at low velocities for co/counter injection. A 

synthetic diagnostic created from the CQL3D output is able to match 

qualitatively the ECE measurements on DIII-D. The radiation temperature 

calculated using the CQL3D electron distribution function for counter-ECCD is 

4 times higher than the thermal temperature and the modeled ECE profile 

reproduces the observed high-field-side/low-field-side asymmetry as well. 
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3.   Effect of Particle Transport 

These experiments measure a narrow ECCD profile for a single co-injecting 

gyrotron (injected power PEC = 0.58 MW), as seen in Fig. 3. Three additional 

gyrotrons with radial-injection are used to heat the plasma to maintain a high 

electron temperature (Te = 5.9 keV) at moderate electron density (ne = 

3.2 10
19

 m
-3

). The ECCD profile is determined from the change in the 

measured noninductive current density in similar plasmas with co-injection and 

radial-injection. Figure 3 shows that the experimental ECCD profile is in 

agreement with the CQL3D prediction assuming no radial transport of the 

electrons. In Fig. 4, the total ECCD measured in the same manner is compared 

with CQL3D (with radial transport turned off) for plasmas with a variety of 

conditions (Te = 5.9-11.3 keV, ne = 1.2-3.2 10
19

 m
-3

, and PEC = 0.55-2.3 MW). 

This data set extends measurements of ECCD to 70% higher Te than previously  

 

 
 

Figure 3. Radial profiles of experimental ECCD and CQL3D modeling for a single gyrotron with 

QEC ne2 = 0.16 . 

 

studied in DIII-D. Good agreement with CQL3D is found for the low relative 

power density cases (QEC ne2 < 0.7 ), but for the high relative power density 

cases (QEC ne2 2.6 ) the experimental ECCD falls short of the theoretical 

expectation. Since the four co-gyrotron injection cases have the same Te as the 

one co-gyrotron cases, because in the latter situation three radially-injecting 

gyrotrons are used to maintain the same temperature, the discrepancy in Fig. 4 at 

high QEC ne2  is not due to a problem with the theory at Te. As previously 

indicated, for QEC ne2 0.5 the ECCD efficiency is expected to be power 

dependent [11], and the ECCD quasi-linear enhancement is ~30% for these 

plasmas. For convenience, we will use the relative power density as a way of 

characterizing the ECCD discharges for the remainder of this paper. 
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Figure 4. Comparison of experimental and theoretical ECCD magnitudes. 

 

Radial transport of current carrying electrons can explain the lower ECCD 

for the high relative power density cases. Figure 5 shows that the experimental 

ECCD profile for the QEC ne
2
= 2.6  case with Te = 7.9 keV is clearly lower and 

broader than the CQL3D prediction assuming no radial transport. To model the 

effect of electron transport, a radial diffusion operator is used in CQL3D that 

contains a diffusion coefficient that increases towards the periphery, Drr = 

Drr0(1+3
3
)[ne0/ne( )], along with a pinch term that is adjusted to maintain a 

target experimental density profile [2]. At high QEC ne
2 , the total driven current 

from CQL3D agrees with the measured value (to within the measurement 

uncertainties) for Drr0 between 0.1-1 m
2
/s. A tighter constraint can be placed on 

Drr0 by comparing the measured and modeled current densities. Figure 5 shows 

that Drr0 = 0.4 m
2
/s reproduces well the measured ECCD profile, but Drr0 = 1 

m
2
/s produces too broad of a profile. This result is consistent with previous work 

on DIII-D that determined Drr0 must be 0.7 m
2
/s [9,10]. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Radial profiles of experimental ECCD and CQL3D modeling for QEC ne
2
= 2.6 . 
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This best fit value of Drr0 = 0.4 m
2
/s in Fig. 5 is an order of magnitude less 

than the electron thermal diffusivity, but it is comparable to the effective particle 

diffusion coefficient. A radial power balance analysis using the ONETWO 

transport code [17] coupled to the TORAY-GA ray tracing code [15,16] 

calculates the electron thermal diffusivity to be e  3.7 m
2
/s just outside the EC 

wave deposition location. There is greater uncertainty in determining the particle 

transport rate for these plasmas because the particle source is much smaller than 

the heat source. However, assuming the particle confinement time is 1  to 4  

the energy confinement time, the effective (including pinch) particle diffusivity 

near the ECCD location is calculated to be between D ~ 0.3 m
2
/s and D ~ 

0.9 m
2
/s with a similar radial dependence as Drr used in CQL3D. Thus, the 

inferred diffusion coefficient of current carrying electrons needed to bring 

ECCD theory and experiment into agreement is in accordance with the transport 

rate of thermal particles needed to maintain the density profile (both of which 

are much less than the heat transport rate). This points out the potential for 

studying the physics of electron particle transport using precise measurements of 

the ECCD profile. In effect, the EC waves “tag” superthermal electrons in the 

plasma at a well-known location, allowing their radial movement to be 

monitored through the broadening of the current drive profile. 

The effect of radial transport is weaker in low relative power density cases, 

but small amounts of electron diffusion are still possible. As already shown in 

Fig. 3, a single co-injecting gyrotron at moderate density (QEC ne
2
= 0.16 ) has 

an ECCD profile that is consistent with Drr0 = 0. An intermediate case using four 

co-injecting gyrotrons at moderate density (QEC ne
2
= 0.34 ) also has a more 

localized experimental ECCD profile compared to Fig. 5 that is best modeled by 

CQL3D using Drr0 = 0.1-0.2 m
2
/s. Thus, there is a correlation between the 

diffusion coefficient of current carrying electrons and the relative power density, 

perhaps indicating that strongly non-thermal electrons have a higher transport 

rate than thermal electrons. Future work will try to determine more clearly 

whether the changes in Drr0 are a thermal or non-thermal effect. 

It is worth mentioning that the total driven current calculated by CQL3D 

decreases with increasing Drr0 three times more slowly for high density plasmas 

than for low density plasmas. This is because the shorter electron slowing down 

time gives radial transport less time to have an effect. 

4.   Implications for ECCD on ITER 

One of the primary uses of ECCD on ITER will be the suppression of NTM by 

replacing the “missing” bootstrap current in the magnetic island [1]. The 

effectiveness of ECCD for this task is strongly dependent of the localization of 

the noninductive current as a broad current drive profile can make it impossible 

to stabilize the NTM without modulating the ECCD [18]. First, it should be 
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noted that the relative power density for ITER will be very small 

(QEC ne
2
<< 0.1), so total neglect of radial transport effects may be warranted 

given the DIII-D results discussed in this paper. Second, transport levels will be 

small on ITER owing to its large size and high plasma current. For example, a 

simple estimate [2] of the diffusion coefficient for ITER based on the energy 

confinement time of 3.7 s gives Drr0 = 0.5a
2
/4 E,th = 0.14 m

2
/s. This may be an 

overestimate given that D < e typically. For the case of ECCD aimed at the q = 

2 surface on ITER, CQL3D modeling (shown in Fig. 6) finds that even particle 

diffusion coefficients as high as 1 m
2
/s cause negligible broadening of the 

current drive profile. Therefore, radial transport will have little effect on the 

applications of ECCD on ITER. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. CQL3D modeling of the ECCD profile on ITER. 

5.   Summary 

Up to 200 kA of ECCD has been measured on DIII-D in low-density L-mode 

plasmas with Te ~ 10 keV. These experiments studied the high relative power 

density regime (QEC ne
2
> 1) where the radiation temperature from ECE can 

exceed 20 keV, indicating a significant population of non-thermal electrons. At 

low relative power density (QEC ne
2
= 0.16 ), the ECCD profile determined by 

MSE polarimetry agrees with the CQL3D quasi-linear Fokker-Planck code with 

radial transport turned off. However, at high relative power density 

(QEC ne
2
= 2.6 ), the measured ECCD profile is noticeably reduced and broad-

ened, demonstrating that radial diffusion of the current carrying electrons is not 

negligible. A particle diffusion coefficient of 0.4 m
2
/s is required in CQL3D to 

reproduce the experimental ECCD profile for this latter case, but smaller diffu-

sion coefficients are needed to model the ECCD profile at intermediate QEC ne
2  

values. This level of transport is an order of magnitude less than the electron 

thermal diffusivity for these plasmas, but it is comparable to the effective 

particle diffusion coefficient needed to maintain the density profile. Fortunately, 
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this level of particle diffusion should have little effect on the application of 

ECCD to ITER, and total neglect of radial transport may even be warranted 

given the very low relative power density on ITER (QEC ne
2
<< 0.1). 
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